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INT. COLLEGE RESIDENCE HALL - NIGHT

A party takes up the entire building. SAM and SARA walk their 
way through a tightly packed hall. 

Sam chugs his beer and Sara follows him with a lit joint.

Sam opens a door in the hallway to reveal an orgy- he closes 
the door and looks back at Sara.

SARA
It’s the next one.

He goes and opens the next door. Aha, he recognizes this 
room.

Sara follows him in and shuts the door behind her.

INT. COLLEGE DORM ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Someone hands Sam a drink when he enters and he takes it 
without even thinking.

SAM
(to Sara)

Want some?

Sara shakes her head in a bit of disgust. 

Sam acknowledges her look but swigs it down anyways.

SARA
I think my body’s had enough these 
past couple nights,

Sam looks around the room for someone.

SARA (CONT'D)
wouldn’t you agree?

SAM
Yeah. Not really.

He spots his guy and leaves Sara behind to go talk.

Sam reaches MIGUEL, a hot latin man that looks just a couple 
years too old for college.

MIGUEL
‘sup.

They fist bump. Miguel has a couple other guys around him, 
one, FORD, who’s probably the most sober of them all.
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SAM
You on duty tonight?

FORD
Fuck no, I thoughtchyou were, 
seein’ the way you popped yo’ head 
in like that.

SAM
I am in no fuckin’ condition to be 
on the job right now.

Sam’s a little jumpy, actually.

FORD
Yeah.

He inspects Sam’s face a little closer.

FORD (CONT'D)
Whatareyou on?

SAM
Coke. Soda coke not coke coke. Not 
now.

Miguel interrupts.

MIGUEL
You fuckin’ wanna be on this 
though, eh.

He unpockets & passes Sam a pack of gum.

SAM
There we go.

Sam gives Miguel a nod.

SAM (CONT'D)
I’ll cashapp you, yeah?

MIGUEL
Yeah you got it man.

Miguel pulls out his phone to type something. Sam pockets the 
gum. Ford cocks his head at something in the corner of the 
room. Sam notices and looks to the corner of the room.

FORD
Didn’t know you had a fish.

MIGUEL
Hell yeah man.
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Sam notices.

SAM
His tanks dirty.

MIGUEL
You wan’ it?

Sam spots Sara near the tank and goes over to it. 

Sara’s talking in Spanish about her family drama with her 
friend. She’s holding an empty plastic cup.

Sam borrows the cup from her and pours the fish into it.

Sara and her friend notice.

SARA
(disgusted)

Are you going to drink that?

SAM
Yeah, I’m gonna chug it.

And mimics like he’s about to.

It gets a ruse out of Sara’s friend.

Sam starts to head toward the door but realizes something and 
turns back toward Miguel.

SAM (CONT'D)
Can I hop out this way actually?

He motions towards the window.

MIGUEL
(nodding)

That’s my man.

Sam lifts the screen and slides out.

EXT. RESIDENCE HALL BUILDING - CONTINUOUS
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